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Portfolio: Beginning Watercolor
Organizations, like people, are creatures of habit. They tend to approach problems
in predictable ways. This revolutionary book argues that such ingrained habits,
which often masquerade as efficient procedures, actually obstruct growth. The
2,000 Percent Solution introduces "stall busting," a process that shows you how to
recognize typical stalls (like poor communications, disbelief, misconceptions,
procrastination, tradition and bureaucracy) and how to overcome them. Through
unorthodox examples ranging from the sinking of the Titanic to sketches attributed
to Leonardo da Vinci for a bicycle, The 2,000 Percent Solution redirects knee-jerk
reactions onto more productive paths. In addition, you'll learn about a new set of
thought processes for designing and implementing solutions that will reap benefits
20 times greater or faster than the same tired "normal" solutions. Packed with
specific examples, advice and questions to help you improve your organization's
process weaknesses, you'll learn how to go beyond today's best practices into the
uncharted realm of what needs to be imagined and accomplished. Since the first
printing of this book in 1999, organizations all over the world have made The 2,000
Percent Solution a daily resource for overcoming the dual challenges of tough
competitors and a difficult business environment. We are particularly pleased that
the book has become popular in the rapidly growing and changing markets of
China. Readers say the advice and examples are as timely today as when the book
was first published. We look forward to hearing your comments and questions at
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mitchell@mitchellandco.com.

The Motley Fool Investment Guide for Teens
We’re always promising ourselves that we are going to get on top of our finances –
finally pay down debt, start that investment portfolio, pay attention to our
superannuation. But then life gets in the way. As we juggle the commitments and
responsibilities in our busy lives, good money habits can quickly fade away. Canna
Campbell is an experienced financial planner, and also a mother, partner and
entrepreneur. She understands the challenge of trying to maintain balance and
motivation when you’re time-poor, and she’s used this experience to develop an
inspirational and effective approach to personal finance management. She shows
you how to look at your finances with holistic and powerful mindfulness, easily
incorporating her step-by-step advice into your daily habits and routines. From new
banking rituals and money mindsets to growing passive income through shares
and property, she will help you shed the excess and embrace what you really love,
value, use and appreciate – including your necessary luxuries. Canna leads by
example, sharing her personal tips and tricks for building, managing and protecting
your money. No matter what you earn or what level of knowledge you have,
Mindful Money will help you to see that financial independence is achievable.
‘Canna Campbell offers a glamorous vision of a life of minimalism and saving Not
spending feels more like a creative challenge connected to a sense of purpose,
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rather than deprivation.’ New York Times

The 2,000 Percent Solution
More than ten years after his first bestselling book, The E-Myth, changed the lives
of hundreds of thousands of small business owners, Michael Gerber椮trepreneur,
author, and speaker extraordinaire楩res the next salvo in his highly successful EMyth Revolution. Drawing on lessons learned from working with more than 15,000
small, medium-sized, and very large organisations, Gerber has discovered the truth
behind why management doesn′t work and what to do about it. Unearthing the
arbitrary origins of commonly held doctrines such as the omniscience of leader
(Emperor) and the most widely embraced myth of all擨e E-Myth Manager offers a
fresh, provocative alternative to management as we know it. It explores why every
manager must take charge of his own life, reconcile his own personal vision with
that of the organisation, and develop an entrepreneurial mind-set to achieve true
success.

Get Better Or Get Beaten
Who Says Elephants Can't Dance? sums up Lou Gerstner's historic business
achievement, bringing IBM back from the brink of insolvency to lead the computer
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business once again.Offering a unique case study drawn from decades of
experience at some of America's top companies -- McKinsey, American Express,
RJR Nabisco -- Gerstner's insights into management and leadership are applicable
to any business, at any level. Ranging from strategy to public relations, from
finance to organization, Gerstner reveals the lessons of a lifetime running highly
successful companies.

The Money Book for the Young, Fabulous & Broke
Provides a positive look at today's economy, and suggests ten principles that
include ethical advice and spiritual wisdom for achieving personal and financial
success

Financial Peace Revisited
Take control of your financial future with expert guidance from wealth educators
and property millionaires John Lee and Vincent Wong The Wealth Dragon Way is an
essential guide to creating passive income, building property-based wealth, and
achieving financial freedom. This inspiring and informative resource can help you
define your financial goals and identify the steps you need to take to achieve
them. Exploring common myths and misinformation surrounding wealth—such as
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“money is the root of all evil”—this book shows how overcoming fear and selfdoubt can change the way you think about wealth and your potential for personal
growth. Real-world examples illustrate how entrepreneurs can use alternative
strategies to acquire properties below market value. Fully updated to reflect the
current economic environment, this second edition includes the Top Ten Habits of
Successful Wealth Dragons as well as new chapters on the foundations of true
wealth and how to adopt abundance mentality. From expanded sections on
multiple income streams to a more in-depth look at the psychology behind our
approach to money, such as posing the question, “Is money your friend?,” this
latest edition offers a roadmap to achieving infinite wealth. Knowing why you want
to be wealthy increases your chances of becoming wealthy. This essential guide
explores what lies beneath our relationship with money and offers practical
methods to attain the freedom that monetary wealth affords and stresses the
importance of having high moral wealth. Gain practical guidance delivered with an
inspiring motivational message Learn how to define your goals and maximize your
likelihood of success Explore the psychological patterns that prevent us from
achieving our financial goals Overcome the obstacles standing in the way of your
financial freedom It has never been more important to take control of your
financial future. Uncertain economic futures, increasing healthcare costs, and
unreliable retirement benefits are just a few reasons to start focusing on your
financial future today. No matter what your ultimate goal is—whether you want to
quit the daily grind, acquire assets for increased security, or build passive income
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streams to achieve true financial freedom—The Wealth Dragon Way shows you the
best way to get there.

Management
The Top 10 Distinctions Between Millionaires and the Middle
Class
In this short, powerful book, multimillionaire and bestselling author Steven K. Scott
reveals King Solomon’s breakthrough strategies to achieve a life of financial
success and personal fulfillment. Steve Scott flunked out of every job he held in his
first six years after college. He couldn’t succeed no matter how hard he tried. Then
Dr. Gary Smalley challenged him to study the book of Proverbs, promising that in
doing so he would achieve greater success and happiness than he had ever known.
That promise came true, making Scott a millionaire many times over. In The
Richest Man Who Ever Lived, Scott reveals Solomon’s key for winning every race,
explains how to resolve conflicts and turn enemies into allies, and discloses the
five qualities essential to becoming a valued and admired person at work and in
your personal life. Scott illustrates each of Solomon’s insights and strategies with
anecdotes about his personal successes and failures, as well as those of such
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extraordinary people as Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Edison, Oprah Winfrey, Bill
Gates, and Steven Spielberg. At once inspiring and instructive, The Richest Man
Who Ever Lived weaves the timeless truths of one of our greatest works of
literature into a detailed roadmap for successful living today.

Go Do Some Great Thing
Millionaire Barber Stylist
Written for beginner investors, the book details a step-by-step plan for you to
gradually accumulate wealth over time without falling victim to the high fees many
beginner investors pay. A strategy simple enough for anyone to understand and
one that runs on "autopilot" once it's set up.

7 Lessons from Heaven
The E-Myth Manager
Understand personal finance and put your money to work! Is your money working
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to increase your wealth? If not, it's time to take stock of your financial situation.
Personal Finance For Dummies, 8th Edition offers time-tested financial tips and
advice on how to continue to grow your financial assets in light of the changing
market and economic conditions. A new breed of fiscal consciousness has
arisen—and it's high time for you to join the movement by taking control over your
financial life. This relevant text guides you through major financial subject areas,
such as budgeting, saving, getting out of debt, making timely investment choices,
and planning for the future. By looking at all aspects of your financial wellbeing,
you can pinpoint the areas in which you need to change your strategy, and can
identify how you can use the assets you have to continue to grow and protect your
wealth. Personal finance is an important topic, as your financial wellbeing has an
integral impact on so many aspects of your life. Taking the pulse of your finances
every now and then is critical to ensuring that you're on the right track—and to
identifying the areas in which you can improve your financial strategies. Explore
time-tested financial tips and advice that help improve your financial wellbeing
Consider how different aspects of your financial life work with and against one
another, and how to bring them into alignment to enhance your overall financial
situation Discover updated recommendations and strategies that account for
changing market and economic conditions Look at your financial situation from a
new perspective, and understand what you can do to improve it Personal Finance
For Dummies, 8th Edition shows you how to take stock of your financial situation
and put your money to work.
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Smart Women Finish Rich, Expanded and Updated
The Wealthy Gardener
Presents a new approach to selling that emphasizes not competing on the basis of
the best price, but the highest value i.e. demonstrating to current and prospective
customers that using your products or services will either cut their costs or
improve their revenues. Distributed by Gale. Annotation

The Wealthy Barber
Jack Welch built GE into the most successful American corporation of the late 20th
century. He accomplished this by focusing on quality, insisting on innovation, and
forging a series of innovative business strategies that transformed GE from an
overly bureaucratic, slow moving, and self-satisfied dinosaur into a lean, agile
competitor.Like Jack Welch himself, Get Better or Get Beaten, 2nd Edition,
continues to carve its own path and call its own shots. Updated to reflect the
realities of today's 24/7/365 global e-conomy, this classic management manifesto
gets in your face and tells you what you need to know. For virtually every business
situation, it answers one overriding question-- What would Welch do? --with clarity,
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purpose, and a singular focus on achieving bottom-line results.Small enough to fit
in your coat pocket, yet bursting with Welch's leadership secrets on every page, it
paints a compelling picture of how to teach employees--and yourself--to accept
nothing but the best. Look inside to discover:Strategies Welch used to pull off the
largest acquisition in GE's history--the stunning $48-billion purchase of Honeywell
How Welch is using e-communication to energize and revitalize every corner of
GE--from the mailroom to the boardroom The inside story on Six Sigma--Welch's
sweeping quality initiative that is the foundation of GE's success Jack Welch is a nononsense leader and has acknowledged that, when preparing for a speech, he has
frequently peeked into Get Better or Get Beaten. Hard-hitting and honest, it is
today's most entertaining and enlightening book on climbing to the top of today's
corporate ladder--and doing what it takes to stay there.

Amazing Entrepreneurs
"Dr. Mary Neal's unforgettable account of a 1999 kayaking accident that took her
life, and what happened next, has riveted more than a million readers. But
something happened as she shared her story in the years since. Not only did Neal
realize she had more to tell, she discovered she had yet to answer the biggest
question of all: How does knowing heaven is real change our lives on Earth?" -Amazon.com.
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Do You Really Need It?
"The Wealthy Gardener is a hybrid. It is half fiction, half nonfiction. Chapters are
divided into life lessons, each opening with a fictional story followed by real-life
anecdotes. Why this format? As a father I wanted to engage my son in many
lessons on wealth, but I didn't want to preach at him. A better way to do it then
was by creating a parable. Like reading a biography for pleasure and insight,
learning through stories can be more enjoyable and profound. While this approach
comes at the risk of oversimplifying principles, it is a risk chosen for the greater
good of clarity. The hybrid format remains the best way to entertain, engage, and
explain the lessons of prosperity"--

The Salon Building Bible
Updated and revised for a new generation of couples, David Bach's classic money
guide teaches couples how to build stable financial wealth that lasts. David Bach,
nationally renowned financial advisor and author of the bestselling Smart Women
Finish Rich, knows that it doesn't have to be this way. After years of first-hand
experience working with couples young and old, David Bach reveals that through
communication and partnership, planning your finances together can be both fun
and easy when you have the right tools. In Smart Couples Finish Rich, Expanded
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and Updated, David Bach offers couples a step-by-step guide to building and
maintaining financial wealth that has been tailored to fit our current economy, but
will last for years to come. Instead of avoiding each other when it comes time to
balance the checkbook, you and your partner will learn how to come together and
identify your core values and dreams, creating a spending and saving plan that
reflects your values as a couple. Packed with easy-to-use tools that will take you
from credit-card management to long-term care, each chapter will guide you and
your partner as a team toward a more rewarding financial plan based on the same
overall financial objectives. The Smart Couples Finish Rich nine-step journey
provides every couple with strategies for organization, communication, and
smarter spending that you can put into action immediately. This journey reveals: *
The Couples' Latte Factor -- how to build a million-dollar portfolio on $3.50 a day *
How to talk to your partner about money without fighting * How to increase your
income by 10 percent in nine weeks * The FinishRich File Folder System -- giving
yourself a financial clean-up * The 10 biggest mistakes couples can make A book
for couples of all ages and all tax brackets, Smart Couples Finish Rich is the
ultimate guide for creating a lifetime of wealth--both personal and financial.

Drawing and Painting Expressive Little Faces
Women are the future of American business. According to a recent Nielsen report,
women will control two-thirds of American consumer wealth in less than a decade.
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And yet almost all business and success literature is still written for
men—dispensing advice that doesn’t take into account women’s unique strengths
or address the demands of family life on mothers. Think and Grow Rich for Women
is a powerful new book—from the award-winning author of Think and Grow Rich:
Three Feet from Gold and coauthor of the multimillion-selling Rich Dad, Poor Dad.
It combines Hill’s classic Thirteen Steps to Success with case studies of noteworthy
women (including Sandra Day O’Connor, Maya Angelou, Katie Couric, Caroline
Kennedy, Madonna, Oprah Winfrey, Margaret Thatcher, Condoleeza Rice, J. K.
Rowling, Barbara De Angelis, Marianne Williamson Angela Merkel, Mary Kay Ash,
IBM CEO Ginni Rometty and many more), outlining a master plan for success for all
women.

The Wealth Dragon Way
The Keys To Success
Decisions, decisions Whether you're considering the latest tech or a new car, a
destination wedding or buying a house, this runaway #1 Quebec bestseller says it
all comes down to just one question: do you really need it? This common-sense
guide by a CPA and journalist combines a fresh approach with sound advice and a
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good dose of humour--proving that having the right attitude to money is one of the
keys to happiness. Do you need it? Do you really need it? Pierre-Yves McSween
applies this simple question to all the decisions that have a direct effect on our
bank accounts. Do You Really Need It? holds up a mirror to our life choices and
their consequences. McSween questions our spending habits and assumptions,
stressing the need for a fresh outlook on building financial flexibility. Mixing sound
advice with humour and a touch of philosophy, McSween looks at some forty
different topics, questioning what you Really Need: credit cards, brand-name
products, a new car (or a used one), marriage, kids, life insurance, RRSPs and
TFSAs, vacations, a will. In each chapter McSween makes his case and ends with
his summary of whether you do, in fact, REALLY need it. Do You Really Need It?
covers money matters with zero BS and no holds barred, offering clever strategies
for you to question consumerist impulses and fill in your financial knowledge gaps.
McSween seeks first to define the behaviour of a responsible citizen; and then to
show readers how to achieve a little more freedom in their lives--something they
really, truly need.

This I Know
Australian edition of a financial planning guidebook, originally published in 1991.
Concepts are illustrated using the fictional character of a wealthy barber who offers
his barbershop customers strategies to improve their finances. The author lives in
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Canada and is the head of a consulting firm that specialises in teaching financial
planning techniques.

The History and Adventures of the Renowned Don Quixote,3
The Wealthy Barber
Addresses personal finance issues that are of relevance to today's world of high
debt and disproportionate lifestyles, addressing such topics as credit cards,
student loans, credit scores, insurance, and mortgages.

The Aladdin Factor
Students are confronted with major financial decisions as they enter college, and
yet they have little experience with personal finance. Their decisions, if not well
made, could adversely affect them throughout their lives. This book is meant to
empower students at the beginning of their financial lives with basic,
straightforward information on managing bank accounts, creating spending plans,
determining how much they can afford to pay for college, making student-loan
decisions, establishing a credit history, and other money-management options.
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This 2nd edition updates changes in online banking, smartphone apps, credit
cards, and student loans but retains basic financial information that ensures
students won't learn about money the hard way. A chapter for parents has been
added so they can help their students become financially knowledgeable, and it
includes advice for parents about making decisions related to college costs. In
addition, a chapter for grandparents contains suggestions on how to help collegebound grandchildren--financially and in other ways--without endangering their own
financial security. A basic investments chapter is included for first-time investors.
The intent of Financial Basics is to enhance student readers' financial knowledge
and provide money-management options for finding their own best way to become
masters of their money.

Financial Basics
Learn how to get everything you want with this motivational book from Jack
Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen, the #1 New York Times bestselling authors of the
Chicken Soup for the Soul series. Anything is possibleif you dare to ask! Personal
happiness. Creative fulfillment. Professional success. Freedom from fear—and a
new promise of joy that's yours for the asking. We have the ability at our fingertips
to achieve these things. It's the Aladdin Factor: the magical wellspring of
confidence, desire—and the willingness to ask—that allows us to make wishes
come true. Now bestselling motivational authors Jack Canfield and Mark Victor
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Hansen introduce us to the Aladdin Factor—and help us put it into effect in our own
lives. The Aladdin Factor helps us by pinpointing the major stumbling blocks to
asking—and teaching simple techniques to overcome them. With inspirational
stories about people who have succeeded by asking for what they want, this book
shows us how to turn our lives around—no matter what kind of obstacles we face.
And with this knowledge, we can reap the riches of a truly well-lived life—a
treasure that comes not from an enchanted lamp, but from the heart.

Ten Golden Rules for Financial Success
Living in pre-Civil War Philadelphia, young Black activist Mifflin Gibbs was feeling
disheartened from fighting the overwhelming tide of White America’s legalized
racism when abolitionist Julia Griffith encouraged him to “go do some great thing.”
These words helped inspire him to become a successful merchant in San Francisco,
and then to seek a more just society in the new colony of Vancouver Island, where
he was to become a prominent citizen and elected official. Gibbs joined a
movement of Black American emigrants fleeing the increasingly oppressive and
anti-Black Californian legal system in 1858. They hoped to establish themselves in
a new country where they would have full access to the rights of citizenship and
would be free to seek success and stability. Some six hundred Black Californians
made the trip to Victoria in the midst of the Fraser River Gold Rush, but their hopes
of finding a welcoming new home were ultimately disappointed. They were to
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encounter social segregation, disenfranchisement, limited employment
opportunities and rampant discrimination. But in spite of the opposition and racism
they faced, these pioneers played a pivotal role in the emerging province,
establishing an all-Black militia unit to protect against American invasion, casting
deciding votes in the 1860 election and helping to build the province as teachers,
miners, artisans, entrepreneurs and merchants. Crawford Kilian brings this vibrant
period of British Columbia’s history to life, evoking the chaos and opportunity of
Victoria’s gold rush boom and describing the fascinating lives of prominent Black
pioneers and trailblazers, from Sylvia Stark and Saltspring Island’s notable Stark
family to lifeguard and special constable Joe Fortes, who taught a generation of
Vancouverites to swim. Since its original publication in 1978, Go Do Some Great
Thing has remained foundational reading on the history of Black pioneers in BC.
Updated and with a new foreword by Adam Rudder, the third edition of this undertold story describes the hardships and triumphs of BC’s first Black citizens and
their legacy in the province today. Partial proceeds from each copy sold will be
donated to the Hogan's Alley Society.

The Wealthy Barber
The best-selling author of The Courage to Be Rich and You've Earned It, Don't Lose
It shows readers how to obtain control over their money through changing their
spending habits; how to understand investments, retirement, insurance, and
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credit; and how to gain true financial freedom. Reprint. 250,000 first printing.

The Lazy Investor
THE MILLION-COPY NEW YORK TIMES, BUSINESS WEEK, WALL STREET JOURNAL
AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER IS BACK - COMPLETELY UPDATED! With over ONE
MILLION copies sold - Smart Women Finish Rich is one of the most popular financial
books for women ever written. A perennial bestseller for over two decades, now
Bach returns with a completely updated, expanded and revised edition, Smart
Women Finish Rich, to address the new financial concerns and opportunities for
today's women. Whether you are just getting started in your investment life,
looking to manage your money yourself, or work closely with a financial advisor,
this book is your proven roadmap to the life you want and deserve. With Smart
Women Finish Rich, you will feel like you are being coached personally by one of
America's favorite and most trusted financial experts. The Smart Women Finish
Rich program has helped millions of women for over twenty years gain confidence,
clarity and control over their financial well-being--it has been passed from
generations to generation -- and it now can help you.

The Official Money Guide for Teenagers
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Were the people who developed successful businesses lucky or did they have
special talents? In 'Amazing Entrepreneurs' you can explore these questions
through the lives of some of the world's most inspirational people and perhaps be
motivated to do likewise! Helena Rubinstein was lucky to find a sponsor for her
skin care business but it was her vision and tenacity that ensured her success. Ray
Kroc's entrepreneurial talents enabled him to grow McDonalds from a local burger
joint into an international phenomenon. The great life stories and achievements of
characters including Thomas Edison, Madam C.J. Walker, Henry Ford, Walt Disney,
Beulah Henry and William Boeing come alive in a unique way through BioViews(R).
A BioView(R) is a short biographical story, similar to an interview. These unique
stories provide from Amazing People Worldwide(R) an easy way of learning about
amazing people who made major contributions and changed our world. These are
inspirational stories that can help you achieve your ambitions in your journey
through life.

Personal Finance For Dummies
Named the best personal finance book on the market by Consumers Union, Jane
Bryant Quinn's bestseller Making the Most of Your Money has been completely
revised and updated to provide a guide to financial recovery, independence, and
success in the new economy. Getting your financial life on track and keeping it
there -- nothing is more important to your family and you. This proven,
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comprehensive guidebook steers you around the risks and helps you make smart
and profitable decisions at every stage of your life. Are you single, married, or
divorced? A parent with a paycheck or a parent at home? Getting your first job or
well along in your career? Helping your kids in college or your parents in their older
age? Planning for retirement? Already retired and worried about how to make your
money last? You'll find ideas to help you build your financial security here. Jane
Bryant Quinn answers more questions more completely than any other personalfinance author on the market today. You'll reach for this book again and again as
your life changes and new financial decisions arise. Here are just a few of the
important subjects she examines: • Setting priorities during and after a financial
setback, and bouncing back • Getting the most out of a bank while avoiding fees •
Credit card and debit card secrets that will save you money • Family matters -talking money before marriage and mediating claims during divorce • Cutting the
cost of student debt, and finding schools that will offer big "merit" scholarships to
your child • The simplest ways of pulling yourself out of debt • Why it's so
important to jump on the automatic-savings bandwagon • Buying a house, selling
one, or trying to rent your home when buyers aren't around • Why credit scores
are more important than ever, plus tips on keeping yours in the range most
attractive to lenders • Investing made easy -- mutual funds that are tailor-made for
your future retirement • What every investor needs to know about building wealth
• How an "investment policy" helps you make wise decisions in any market • The
essential tax-deferred retirement plans, from 401(k)s to Individual Retirement
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Accounts -- and how to manage them • How to invest in real estate at a bargain
price (and how to spot something that looks like a bargain but isn't) • Eleven ways
of keeping a steady income while you're retired, even after a stock market crash •
Financial planning -- what it means, how you do it, and where to find good planners
Page by page, Quinn leads you through the pros and cons of every decision, to
help you make the choice that will suit you best. This is the single personal-finance
book that no family should be without.

Personal Financial Planning
Canada's most famous adman spills a career's worth of marketing secrets, so
anyone can compete with the best in their business--whatever that business might
be. Big companies spend a fortune marketing their wares and services. Can yours?
Invariably people ask advertising veteran and CBC Radio host Terry O'Reilly one
question more than any other: How does a little business compete with the big
guys? After decades at the helm of an award-winning advertising production
company, and over a decade exploring the art and science of marketing for CBC
Radio, O'Reilly delivers all the answers they--and anyone with something to
sell--ever wanted to know. Following his bestselling Age of Persuasion, O'Reilly
collects a lifetime of marketing wisdom into an indispensable guide to competing
for your customers' attention. From understanding what business you're really in
and foregoing the extra mile in favour of the extra inch, to the benefits of
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counterintuitive thinking and knowing an opportunity when you see one, This I
Know will help anyone understand the fundamentals of good marketing strategy
and building the relationships that turn good marketing into great results, no
matter how big or small your budget.

Making the Most of Your Money Now
A guide to becoming financially independent with tips on saving and investing.

Competing on Value
From the first brushstroke to the finishing touch, let the Portfolio series guide you
as you begin your artistic journey in watercolor painting. Beginning Watercolor
teaches aspiring artists everything they need to know to get started painting in
watercolor. This helpful resource begins with a basic introduction to the essential
tools and materials artists need to get started, including choosing the right
paintbrushes, watercolor paints, sketchbooks, and canvas. Additionally, artists will
learn the fundamentals of watercolor, as well as a variety of painting techniques,
including creating washes, mixing colors, creating soft blends, rendering realistic
textures, and working wet-into-wet. Beginning Watercolor guides beginners
through a series of easy-to-follow, step-by-step projects covering a variety of
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watercolor methods and techniques, including helpful tips and advice when
painting landscapes, still lifes, portraits, and more. With helpful tips and detailed,
beautiful artwork to guide and inspire, Beginning Watercolor is the perfect resource
for watercolor artists just getting started in this colorful medium.

Nine Steps to Financial Freedom
If you’re ready to take the journey to wealth and personal fulfillment, here’s your
ticket. In this life-changing little book, entrepreneur and inspirational speaker Keith
Cameron Smith shows you how to think like a millionaire and reap the benefits of a
millionaire mindset. The key to moving beyond the middle class and up the
economic ladder is mastering ten vital principles, including • Millionaires think longterm. The middle class thinks short-term. Create a clear vision of the life you
desire, and focus on it. • Millionaires talk about ideas. The middle class talks about
things and other people. Ask some positive “what if” questions every day, and
bounce ideas off successful people who will be honest with you. • Millionaires work
for profits. The middle class works for wages. Take calculated risks and learn to
take advantage of good opportunities. We all want to improve our financial
position. In this inspirational and practical guide filled with savvy and sensible
advice, Smith upgrades you from coach to first class. So follow these principles,
transform your life, and realize your dreams! From the Hardcover edition.
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Smart Couples Finish Rich, Revised and Updated
Reviews "A-M-A-Z-I-N-G! Jeff and Eric have done it again! I particularly loved the
chapters on the resurgence of the American barbershop. It brought back memories
of being a little boy and my early visits to the local barbershop. What I'm even
more excited about is how much this book will help existing and aspiring
barbershop owners to be successful. It's a magnificent start-up and how-to guide
for new business ventures and growing and expanding businesses. Anyone who is
in the barbering industry should read this book. It's is packed full of helpful tips,
recommendations, and checklists to get things done and create a booming
barbering business!" - Patrick Parenty, President L'Oreal Professional Products
Division, USA "As America's leading manufacturer of barber chairs, I especially
thank you for this barbershop edition of your Ready, Set, Go! start-up guide series.
Your books provide the tools and insight for avoiding countless disappointments
and mistakes-many of which can be quite painful and expensive. Your publications
should be required reading in every beauty and barber school. I know the books
have been years in the making and took a Herculean effort from start to finish. On
behalf of the industry, and the industry's equipment manufacturers, I say thank
you for your commitment to the industry and congratulations on a job well done." Ron Swann, President Collins Manufacturing Company, Jeffco Salon Equipment LLC
The Ready, Set, Go! Barber Book Series has made it possible for the everyday
barber to gain the knowledge to open and build a successful barber business The
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Barber Book provides valuable insight to the ever-expanding barber market
segment. In todays world its not easy to have the resources at your finger tips.
This book holds your hand and guides you through every step. I read this book and
was amazed, so much information, pictures and ideas. If you are looking to open,
remodel and make money in barbering this book is for you! - Jeff Holmes, Takara
Belmont Synopsis: Barbershop Now! will help you earn more money, save more
money and invest in a business that lasts. In this book, you'll find the checklists,
tips, ideas and strategies you need to achieve your dreams. Ready, Set, Go! will
teach you to: Select the right location for your barbershop Negotiate the best lease
Design a barbershop within your budget Secure financing Hire the right people
Develop good working relationships with suppliers And everything else you need to
know to own and operate a money-making barbershop This book is a small
investment in the health and success of your barbershop and it puts all the
resources you need right at your fingertips. Design Tips Expert Advice MoneySaving Tactics Buying the Best Barber Chair How to Be an Old-School Barber
Business strategies and old-school barbering meet in this book, showing you the
path to success as a barber. Opening and running a profitable barbershop has
never been easier, thanks to the Ready, Set, Go! Barber Book Series. New and
established barbers will find the information and inspiration they need to make the
barbershop of their dreams a reality in the pages of this book. Tips from the pros,
lessons from industry veterans and detailed price lists will help you build the
barbershop you deserve. The days of the neighborhood barbershop are back, and
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that means profits for owners and a deeper sense of community for clients. Ready,
Set, Go!

The Richest Man Who Ever Lived
A guide to gaining financial independence simplifies and clarifies the subject of
personal finance planning, describing how anyone can become wealthy without
speculation and unnecessary risk

Think and Grow Rich for Women
Have you ever wished you were sitting on an island looking out over emerald blue
green waters with a slight breeze blowing across your face? You are sipping on a
nice cold drink and watching as the boats go by. A young couple parasailing
catches the corner of your eye. You hear the laughter of the young couple, as the
sun cast this beautiful sunset across the sky. The waves are lapping on the
beautiful sugar white sand. Awe, you are in paradise. Let us tell you how you can
stop slaving behind the chair and enjoy paradise everyday. In this book, you will
have a map that is mapped out for you step by step all you have to do is follow the
steps to owning your business. By buying this book you have taken your first step
into becoming your own entrepreneurs. Start following the map step by step and
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you to will be sitting on this big beautiful island.

Mindful Money
A practical financial guide covers such topics as eliminating debt, investing simply,
making sound financial decisions, and revolutionizing relationsips with the flow of
money.

Who Says Elephants Can't Dance?
In Drawing and Painting Expressive Little Faces, artist and popular Skillshare
instructor Amarilys Henderson shares her practical and creative techniques for
drawing and painting faces with style and personality. Gathering supplies. Consider
the creative possibilities of watercolor, ink, and markers, and create a mobile
sketch pack so you can capture faces and expressions on the go. Simplifying the
face and identifying proportions. Use photos to simplify the face’s key elements,
learn about facial proportions and factors and variables for placing facial features,
and apply these concepts through a simple warm up using a single color to paint a
face in multiple values. Facial shapes and features. Learn about the five basic
facial shapes and how to modify the chin line, ears, and hairline, and how to draw
and paint mouths, eyes, and noses and make alterations to show pose and
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personality. Mixing color. The pigments and brushes you’ll need to achieve a wide
range of realistic skin tones, shadows, and expressions. Bringing faces to life.
Navigate the process from start to finish, learn to adjust line quality to suggest
different genders and ethnicities, and change up artistic styling to put a unique
spin on your creations. Project ideas. Get inspired by some cool ways to apply your
new skills: party invitations, repeat patterns, comic books, and more! Don’t be
intimidated by the challenge of drawing and painting faces. Improve your face
game with Drawing and Painting Expressive Little Faces!
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